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AHPS AT STAMPSHOW '81 by Ralph F . Hall

Newly installed APS President Bauer presided at the luncheon meeting

for affiliate societies . Twenty members of affiliates were present.
(One representing five different groups!)

With the untimely death of Mrs . de Violini, President Bauer suggested

that affiliate news releases continue to be sent to Robert de Violini.
President Bauer appealed for affiliate material to appear in the

American Philatelist, with the suggestion that it be sent well in advance

of the publication deadline . Appropriate items should be of national
significance.

He further noted that the APS welcomes the participation of affiliates

in the APS national meeting, cautioning that if several affiliates chose
to have exhibitions in conjunction with an APS show, it might be diffi-
cult to accommodate them . For the present, this will be handled on a
first come, first served basis.

One affiliate representative asked how affiliate exhibits could gain
better recognition at major shows . President Bauer suggested close atten -

tion to the manual of judging published by APS, as well as attempting to
get qualified, recognized judges, with knowledge of the specialty,
appointed to various shows.
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The representative of the Postal History affiliate reported that the

Philatelic Literature Review would continue to abstract affiliate publi-

cations.
Another representative asked if it were possible for APS to provide

affiliates with computer mailing lists from its own records.
President Bauer replied that this is not yet feasible since the socie-

ty staff is still in the process of computerizing its own operations . He

also mentioned the problem of integrating those affiliate members who

were not APS members into any proposed APS computer records . Another

point of interest mentioned was the bonus accruing to chapters and affil-
iates for recruiting APS members, suggesting that this money can be used

for various services required of APS.

AHPS MEETING

Only two members were evident at the meeting including Joyce Kirk,
Louisville, Kentucky, and Ralph Hall, Oak Ridge, Tennessee . Five other
interested persons showed up for the slide show, and Joseph Reilly, Omaha,

Nebraska, submitted an application for membership . The slide show is an
excellent presentation of Swiss stamps and postal history . It deserves

to be seen by anyone interested in Swiss philately .

	

I appreciate the
opportunity to act as host for the society .
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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HAR LAN STONE

Your AHPS officers are preparing a 1982 budget to
determine how much income we need through dues and Tell
advertisements next year to cover our expenses and,
hopefully, to carry out some new projects . Although
we've already agreed that ad rates will probably go up
slightly, we have not yet come to any conclusion con-
cerning dues for North American and overseas members.
Increasing printing and mailing costs are, of course,
placing heavier demands on our treasury. We expect to
announce the new figures in the November issue.

Several years ago, the Liechtensteiners flourished
briefly as an organization in this country for collec-
tors of Switzerland's little sister . Since AHPS has
nominally included Liechtenstein among its collecting
interests, there are undoubtedly members of our society
who regard this country as the big or at least equal
sister . One way to assist these members would be for us
to form a study group devoted to Liechtenstein philate-
ly . If any AMPS member would like to head or assist
this effort, please write me.

I would like to share a recent experience I had
with the Swiss PTT's Philatelic Office . The May first
day cover bearing the four Pro Patria postal sign stamps
that I ordered from Bern arrived bent and damaged,
despite the usual cardboard stiffener in the PTT enve-
lope . My first reaction was to throw away the cover,
since it cost only a couple of dollars . On second
thought, I decided to mail it back, but with only a
gentle complaint since I felt certain it was the U .S.
Postal Service that had bent the cover . By return mail,
the PTT Philatelic Office sent a fresh first day cover,
this one in two cardboard stiffeners -- and with two in-
ternational reply coupons to reimburse me for my U .S.
postage . Service is, indeed, the business of the PTT.
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APHILIA
TIONS

By
Dale Eggen

AHPS REPRESENTATIVE TO APS

NEW YORK CITY REGIONAL MEETING

11 :00 AM TO 1 :00 PM — SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1981

NEW YORK COLISEUM

MEMBERSHIP IN THE APS

Members of our society who do not belong to APS are urged to com-
plete the no-obligation card enclosed in last month's TELL and send
it in to obtain information about APS and a membership application.
AHPS would also urge you to complete that application . In filling it
out, please indicate AHPS for "referred by" so that we will receive
credit for your joining . Harlan Stone's "President's Corner" for last
month mentioned the benefits that accrue to AHPS if this occurs.

SPECIAL THANKS

I would like to take this opportunity, both personally and on behalf
of the society, to extend a very sincere thanks to Ralph F . Hall, our
member in Oak Ridge, TN, who served as our official affiliate repre-
sentative to STaMpsHOW '81 and who hosted the slide presentation there.
Ralph took a weekend trip to Atlanta, allowing him a mere
day-and-a-half at the show. In spite of this, Ralph volunteered to be responsible
for all AHPS activities, which took several hours out of his own
schedule . In addition, he had to spend time in preparation, and he
was kind enough to write a report of the activities.

Also, I would like to thank Keith Schall, our editor, and Dave
Durham, our publisher, who provided support for STaMpsHOW '81 includ-
ing the special AHPS issue of TELL last month.

It was a pleasure to work with all three individuals . We could not
have asked for better support.

STaMpsHOW ' 81

Please see Ralph Hall's report on our participation in STaMpsHOW
'81 which appears elsewhere in this issue of TELL.

Much of what I did coordinating our efforts with STaMpsHOW '81 was
done in conjunction with Barbara DeViolini who passed away shortly
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before the show. As a result, our members who tried to use the APS
Affiliates Booth as a point of contact as I urged, would have made a
misconnection . Because Ralph was not going to arrive at the show
until Saturday, Barbara was going to insure the point of contact, in-
cluding sign up and information sheets at the Affiliates Booth start-
ing on Thursday . With Barbara's unfortunate passing, this did not
transpire. We send our deepest regrets and condolences to her husband,
Robert.

At least one more of our members was present at the show. He is Bob
Zeigler, our immediate past president . Bob was not Able to stay over
until the Sunday meeting.

LIECHTENSTEIN
CATALOGUE

BY FELIX GANZ

Catalogue Review for Liechtenstein specialists only:

GANZSACHEN OESTERREICH ; Spezialkatalog und Handbuch ; by
Ing . Franz Schneiderbauer ; second edition, 1981 . KRESTA,
A-3500 Krems/Donau, Kaiser Friedrichstrasse 10, Austria;
no price specified . Almost 500 pages.

Having discussed the 1981 edition of the Liechtenstein
handbook/catalogue recently, the above, splendidly pro-
duced hard-cover volume should at least be mentioned to
AHPS members specializing in Liechtenstein postal sta-
tionery forerunners, and a comparison of prices in this
volume -- exclusively in German and giving prices in
Austrian schillings -- will be of considerable interest.
(NB : ALL Austrian postal paper used in Liechtenstein com-
mands VERY high prices these days .).

Let it be said, however, that the GanzsachenOesterreich
volume is meant rather for the Austria collector who also
might collect Liechtenstein cancellations on Austrian
postal stationery than for a Swiss collector also inter-
ested marginally in Liechtenstein postal stationery fore-
runners . After each chapter (up to 1921) in this book
there appears, if applicable, a paragraph headed by FL
(Fuerstentum Liechtenstein) with prices . . .and the differ-
ence for the same piece of postal stationery used in
Austria, or in Liechtenstein, may result in a price from 100
to 1000 times higher for the item used in Liechtenstein:
Thus perusers of dealers' boxes of Austrian postal sta-
tionery always should be on the lookout for items used in
Liechtenstein, to wit with postmarks from Vaduz, Schaan,
Triesen, Nendeln and Balzers . It pays off, mister :
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BOOKMARKS By Dale Eggen

DONATIONS TO AHPS LIBRARY

A special thanks to Hans Schwarzenbach of Philatelie und Postge-
schichte for a donation of his firm's 1981 and 1982 edition Ersttag-
Katalog, Schweiz-UNO Genf to our library . See the review of the 1981
edition in the May, 1981, Tell and see "Catalogue Special" in the
September Tell for obtaining the 1982 edition through AHPS.

RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE APRL

Below is a listing of philatelic literature pertaining to Switz-
erland and Liechtenstein recently acquired by the American Philatel-
ic Research Library.

Caldwell, George W . Switzerland : The Preadhesive Stamp Period.

Faulstich, Edith M . The Cito Mark (2 copies).

Faulstich, Edith M . Switzerland : Central Post and Extra Courier
Marks of the Helvetic Republic, 1798-1803 (5 copies).

Fulpuis,George . La Poste A Geneve--Tome II--1944.

Helvetia: Switzerland, Liechtenstein/ Auf der Maur Stamps Ltd .,
Westminster, CA . Text in English . 1981 Edition.

Kottelat & Cie . Farbig Schweiz Liechtenstein/ Kottelat & Cie . Bern.

Liniger, W ., Nagel, J . L . and Vuille, L. Les Marques Postal de la
Suisse Romande 1690-1850 . 1956.

Naville, J . Helvetia, Schweiz, Suisse, Liechtenstein/ J . Neville,
Lausanne, Switzerland . Schweizerischer Briefmarkenhandler-Verband.
Text in German and French . 1981 edition.

The Smithsonian Institution . Seeing the Smithsonian, the Official
Guidebook to the Smithsonian Institution, Its Museums and Galleries/
The Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D .C . : CBS, 1973.

Strauss, K . The Early Postal History of Switzerland.

Winkler, Jean J . Das Zurcher Postwesen von den Anfangen bis 1803 . 1956.

Winkler, Jean J . Die Gemmi-Postroute. 1956.

Winkler, Jean J . Handbuch des Schweizer Vorphilatelie,1695-1850 . 1968.
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Winkler, Jean J . Les Marques Postales de la Suisse, 1650-1850 . 1945.

Winkler, Jean J . Les Marques Postales de la Suisse, 1650-1850,
Supplement . 1961.

Winkler, Jean J. Marques de Messager du District de Porrentruy . 1948.

Winkler, Jean J . Jorg Jenatsch und der erste Verlust des Veltlins . 1965.

CATALOGUE REVIEW

BY

FELIX GANZ

CATALOGUE REISSUE

The Postmark Collector's Club of Switzerland (SVP-ASCEP) an-
nounced in their August, 1981, bulletin that the sold out publicity
(=K) postmarks catalogue will be reprinted this fall, without any
changes from its first issue (1976) plus the supplement of 1979.

Those interested in acquiring this extremely well-made and handy
cancellation catalogue (priced) which also includes forerunners and
"along-runners" of this type of dated postmarks, may write to Mr.
Kurt Joggi, Rigiweg 26, CH-4800 ZOFINGEN (Switzerland) . The easiest
way of paying for the catalogue, which now costs SFr . 29 because
of increased printing and paper costs, is to go to your favorite
bank that sells foreign currency and to buy 30 SFr . which you
should send, uninsured and unregistered (not worth the cost) to Mr.
Joggi . Postal money orders take months and use a bad exchange rate;
bank checks made out in SFr . will set you back $6 to $10 just for
the writing of the check . Do not send personal checks in U .S . dol-
lars . They cannot be cashed abroad unless the payee pays a cashing
fee in the $5 to $8 range.

For collectors of machine cancellations it might be added that
the same, above-named organization is still at work, full blast, to
get the long-awaited Swiss machine cancellations handbook, also out
of print for many years, back into print by the end of 1981 . The
new issue of this catalogue will be a total revision of the pre-
vious one, with many addenda and details, including a study of all
crown types, loan crowns, slogan variations and replacements . This
book won't be cheap either, but it will remain the standard ref-
erence work for many, many years.
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A PILGRIMAGE TO THE
POSTMUSEUM

JOHN BARRY

While vacationing with relatives in Switzerland this
June, I took advantage of the opportunity to make a day's
pilgrimage to the PTT's Postmuseum in Bern . Armed with a
camera, map, and my Zumstein catalogue, I boarded an
express train in Zurich on the morning of the twenty-
third . The characteristically pleasant rail journey took
me through the Swiss lowlands and such philatelic land-
marks as Aarau (see Zum . No . W III 11) . I arrived at my
destination two hours later and, after getting my
bearings, set off on foot in search of the National
Postal Collection.

The Swiss capital of Bern was founded in 1191 on the
river Aare, which winds its way through the city in a
great horseshoe curve . Bern is perhaps best known by
travelers for its picturesque squares, shopping arcades,
and the famous "bear pit," which houses the city's
grizzly mascots . The Postmuseum is situated directly
across from Bern's Museum of History on the Helvetiaplatz,
which is about a twenty minute walk from the Hauptbahnhof.

The Postmuseum occupies the ground floor and basement
levels of one wing in the PTT's Bern headquarters . On
the ground floor, the PTT operates a small philatelic
sales center and maintains an exhibit pertaining to some
aspect of Switzerland's communications systems . Visitors
can purchase current regular, commemorative, and semi-
postal issues at the stamp window, as well as a variety
of souvenir items . The postal clerk was happy to service
some stamped postcards for me with the Museum's special
cancel, which features the traditional posthorn motif.
The subject of the ground floor exhibit was the centenary
of the Swiss telephone service, which was honored last
year with a special publicity stamp.

Walking down a flight I found the National Collection,
which consists of the stamps of Switzerland, selected
groupings from other countries, and an impressive
arrangement of early zeppelin and airmail covers. On the day of
my visit there was construction going on in the building
but, save for the occasional sounds of a jackhammer, I
was not prevented from studying the items on display . In
the entryway to the stamp gallery, there is a small model
of an early postal coach, complete with driver and team.
The collection itself is housed in a series of sliding
glass frames which are locked into banks on the lefthand
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Dear Members,
Here we go . After almost 3 months of gathering this specialized

K, S & Z material from several of our members . I am pleased and proud
to present the largest and most complete AHPS Auction to date.

Much of this material is not readily available and to be able to
offer such a selection in one sale is rare indeed . I hope that every-

one will find something to bid on in this auction.
The catalog numbers and values are based upon the 1982 Zumstein

catalog . For this auction 1 Sfr

	

.55e U .S.
The closing date for this auction #48 will be December10,1981 .









side of the gallery . To view a specific stamp or series,

one first finds its location with the help of a posted
index, and then pulls out the appropriately numbered frame.

I found the PTT's method of stamp display somewhat
antiseptic but, given their space limitations and the
security problems inherent in making such a collection
available to the public, they have done a commendable job.
The National Collection is complemented on the right-hand
side of the gallery by an exhibit of publicity posters
for the Postal Service.

The beginning or intermediate collector will find the
National Collection well worth the trip, for it provides
a first-hand overview of Switzerland's philatelic history
difficult to obtain elsewhere . All of the commonissues
are there, as well as the nineteenth century cantonal
classics and those unaffordable souvenir sheets . For
the advanced collector, there are numerous examples of
the earliest issues on cover and an outstanding collection
of Standing Helvetia varieties . Indeed, you might want
to bring a notebook along, for I found many of the
varieties on display to be far more difficult to detect
than their Zumstein descriptions would suggest . You
might return from Bern only to discover that you really
do have some of those elusive re-engraved specimens reposing
in your album . If you're a philatelically minded Swiss
traveler, the Postmuseum and the sparkling city of Bern
certainly warrant a place on your agenda .
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Pro Juventute 1981

SWISS PRO JUVENTUTE SET CONTINUES COMMUNE ARMS THEME

For the fourth consecutive year, the 1981 Swiss Pro Juventute set
features coats-of-arms of small communities around Switzerland,
because the federal government staunchly supports the local, inde-
pendent pride of even its smallest villages' historical and tradi-
tional heritages.

Designed by graphic artist Gastone Cambin, their striking, simple
designs are produced by Courvoisier-Helio, of La Chaux-de-Fonds, in
perfect multi-color from cylinders comprising two 50-stamp units,
on-white, gummed stamp paper with a luminous chemical to facilitate
mail handling by automated facing, sorting and postmarking machines.
They will be placed on sale Nov. 26, throughout Switzerland, where
they will remain on sale until Jan . 1 ; the Philatelic Service
Office will stock them until June 30, unless supplies are exhausted
earlier . The stamps, however, will retain their franking value
without any time limitation . The 1981 set includes the following:

20+10 centimes, for Uffikon, on the Lucern-Basel highway, whose
630 inhabitants trace the village's history back to 893 AD when it
was called Uffinchova (Uffo's Estate) . The arms used as the main
design include two silver scalloped shells at top, symbols of St.
James the Greater, patron of the local church.

40+20 centimes, for Torre, whose 260 inhabitants still live in
the village in the Blenio Valley of Ticino, which was founded by
the powerful Lords of Torre who maintained their home in Cuerto
Castle until 1182 . Then the Blenio and Levantine natives laid
siege to the fortress, seized and razed it, then built a church
above its ruins . The stamp anticipates the 800th anniversary of
this liberation, so features the ancient crest which now is the
seal of the commune.

70+30 centimes, for Benken, in the Canton of St . Gall, between the
Zurich and Walen Lakes, with a population of 1,800 . This district is
dominated by a monastery erected in 741 AD, which was a major cultural
center during Carolingian times . The rampant lion, holding a bishop's
key, recalls the armorial bearings of the Counts of Kyburg, who
owned the region in the 12th century and into the 13th.

80+40 centimes, for Preverenges, a suburb of Morges, just a few
miles south of Lausanne in French Vaud . The design seems a bit
odd on a Swiss stamp since it depicts a double-lateen sailboat
normally found along the Nile (where it is called "felucca") and
in the Mediterranean.
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LIECHTENSTEIN SHOW

AMERICANS INVITED TO LIECHTENSTEIN SHOW

Americans who have collections of Liechtenstein stamps, covers,
and postal history are invited to participate in the 10th National
Exhibition to be held under the patronage of Prince Franz Josef, in
Vaduz, from July 31 to August 1, 1982.

Known as LIBA-82, it will have sections for adults and juniors
up to 18 years of age, to be judged according to accepted standards
with medals from bronze to gold . Classification will include gener-
al collections, fore-runners, postal history, covers, stamps since
1912, and also literature about the principality's philatelic
aspects.

It was learned that at the request of Prince Franz Josef, the
Cardinal Spellman Philatelic Museum, in Weston, Mass ., will
participate by sending some of its treasures for display in the
Court of Honor.

Interested collectors may obtain information and entry forms by
writing to the LIBA-82 Organizing Committee, Postfach 236, FL-9490
Vaduz, Liechtenstein .
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POSTCARD FIND

BY FELIX GANZ

Once in a while an article pro.:-es an answer, and once
in an even greater while an article prompts someone to
write that he has come across an item hitherto known only
as unique, or not at all.

The April TELL of this year carried my article on "Type-
writer Strip Postal Cards," and a somewhat dissimilar ar-
ticle was published in the March/April issue of "Postal
Stationery" bulletin.

And now a gentleman from California sends an illustration
of the extremely rare (so far ONE piece known) 10cts. red
Tell portrait card (Zumstein No .59z) which, hestates, "I
discovered mine in a junk box a few weeks ago at a local
San Josè stamp dealer ."

There is no question that this card indeed is 59z, and a
letter has been dispatched to Zumstein's to advise them
so that they may change the footnote on p .43 of their
postal stationery catalog ' s soon-to-be-released new edi-
tion.
And to all of you people who always complain that every-
thing has been "grazed clean" and that no discoveries
can be made any more at any dealer's, in any circuit hook
or in any bourse exchange, this is proof to the contrary.
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1982 HELVETIA CATALOGUE

BY FELIX GANZ

Came aflying in mid-September, from California where the
subsidiary of AufderMaur in Bern, Switzerland is located,
the second edition of the catalogue which last year hit
the U .S . market like a tidal wave, or at least a seiche:

That first edition elicited raves from your reviewer, and
a few people felt that yours truly had gone overboard.
Others, of the doomsday variety of collectors, predicted
a one-time-only appearance because "it just could not be
done again ."

Well -- it HAS been done again, and with vast improvements
yet . (The catalogue also costs quite a bit more ; but per-
sons who are members of AHPS should reread the
advertisement in the July/August TELL -- p.153 -- and note that a
$3 . bonus on every catalogue order will be given by both
Riviera Stamps and AufderMaur Stamps ; thus it is $12 .95
really and not the $15 .95 which you must send in.)
Major visual improvement consists of the text's now being
printed rather than typed . Most of the "un-English" and
at times clumsy Anglifications of the first edition have
been removed.

Color plates used seem almost identical to last year's,
and in a few instances -- especially in the postage dues
section -- the colors do not really help a collector much.

A few innovations have been added : Z215yI (yes, Zumstein
numbers are used again) is illustrated as double re-entry;
the non-valid "souvenir" of the PTT of 1980 has been added
and priced ($ .20 . ; p .163) ; a very helpful brief on forged
Geneva Offices overprints and non-applicable postmarks de-
buts on p .174 ; our British sister society receives a few
membership plugs (as does, of course, AHPS: thanks, Mr . A .);
some advertisements have been permitted in, including a
splendid back-page one, in color, from Liechtenstein --
and where, pray tell, is the Swiss PTT??? ; and at the very
end appear four pages of priced cancellations for Switzer-
land's Day of the Postage Stamp on cover and/orcard, 1937
to the present . Included is a cat . number cross reference list.

Prices : not too many changes are apparent (except that, of
course, the real "goodies" are more expensive again but
a US collector should be aware of the fact that the rise
of the dollar vs . the Swiss franc actually should make
the acquisition of Swiss stamps cheaper by about 20-25%
than the 1982 catalogue's prices show right now.
Over-all advice : get it ; you won't regret it :
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MEMBERS

Member A. Fischel of Indiana was awarded a vermeil medal
for his non-Swiss, 112 page exhibit on postmarks of the
city of Mannheim, from earliest times to about 1870, at
Indypex '81, and he lectured at the same show on Rhein/
Main airmail of pre-World War II . Both very interesting.

Member Felix Ganz who displayed his previously prize-win -
ning "Switzerland to 1848" at Cornpex in Bloomington IL,
was invited to deliver a competitive talk (one of three)
before the Trans Mississippi Society people . FIFTEEN mi-
nutes, and no more . He chose his controversial subject
of "How to Collect Swiss Stamps Used" and demonstrated
his beliefs with about two dozen slides and a chart dis-
tributed to attendees . Controversial? You bet : -- The
slides and the talk can be made available to interested
parties by writing to Felix Ganz,POB A3843, Chicago 60690.
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PO CHANGES BY FELIX GANZ
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NEW SWISS
CANCELLATIONS
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